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 I n a move to carry out counseling work as smoothly as possible to

result in concrete achievements, the Northern Coastal Patrol Of-

fice has staged a presentation  of counseling work plan on January 26,

2005 at the Office, where the meeting is spearheaded by personnel of-

fice supervisor Shiao Fu-en, calling various head corps counseling of-

ficers and counseling teams to partake the meeting and go over relevant

implementation details for the work plan and exchange opinions.

The presentation begun by office director Yang Lih-chuan’s speech,

in which director Yang says, “While objects are fixed, yet humans are

constantly changing, and people tend to change alongside their experi-

ences and over time by modifying their personalities, which makes coun-

seling a tough job.  Yet as long as you communicate and conduct the

interview with patience by putting yourself in his shoes, it will be a

piece of cake”.  With that, the director also encourages the associates to

study for relevant information, expand their professional skills.  Direc-

tor Yang emphasizes military management staffs are responsible for their

comrades, while looking for a safe discharge is rather a passive thinking.

The management staffs need to treat their comrades with care and

patience, and to provide them with timely assistance when needed, en-

suring that the comrades are given support when needed, and be will-

ing to face up to the future with motivation.  In this way, not only do

the comrades are helped, and their families will also be grateful as well.

Lastly, the director says that through the presentation and discussion,

this would be able to strengthen the counseling associates’ moving for-
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ward with the yearly psychological counseling work, and anticipates

that the experience and reflection sharing could help to bridge passing

on the training objectives and a smooth execution of the office’s coun-

seling work.

At the presentation, supervisor Shiao also asks the associates to

step up keeping contacts with the cases’ family history and family

members, and emphasizes the working directions for forming a psy-

chological counseling volunteer system and showcasing the working

results.  The entire meeting comes to a successful close upon the host

unit’s presentation and the associates’ enthusiastic discussions, in an-

ticipation that the Northern Coastal Patrol Office will see a even finer

working performance for the coming year.

(The author works in the Northern Coastal Patrol Office’s personnel office)




